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[ 1] Concrete Structures (NZ) Limited ("Concrete Structures") and lnframax 

Construction Limited ("Inframax") are parties to a sub-contract under which 

Concrete Structures agreed to carry out work relating to the construction of bridges 

on a reading project for Transit New Zealand. It is common ground that the sub 

contract amounted to a construction contract for the purposes of the Construction 

Contracts Act 2002 ("the Act"). 

C 

[2] During the course of the sub-contract, Concrete Structures rendered payment 

claims on a progressive basis. This proceeding arises out of events that occurred 

after Concrete Strnctures rendered its payment claim No 17 ("PC 17") on or about 2 

June 2010. PC 17 sought payment of the sum of $369,489.91 plus GST for work 

carried out up to 31 May 2010. 

[3] The sub-contract required Inframax to serve a payment schedule on Concrete 

Structures responding to PC 17 within 12 working days if it wished to challenge any 

of the items or amounts claimed in PC 17. The Act prescribes the information that a 

payment schedule must contain. 

[ 4] Inframax purported to provide a payment schedule in respect of PC 17 by 

way of a letter to Concrete Structures dated 17 June 2010. Concrete Structures 

believed that the letter did not contain sufficient information to amount to a valid 

payment schedule in terms of the Act. It maintained that Inframax was not entitled 

to withhold payment of the amount claimed in PC 17. 

[ 5] Concrete Structures has now applied for summary judgment against 

Inframax. It says that the defective nature of the payment schedule means that 

Inframax has no defence to its claim. Inframax disagrees. It contends that its 

payment schedule contained the information required by the Act. On that basis, it 

says it has a defence to Concrete Structures' claim. 

Relevant principles 

[6] There is no dispute regarding the principles that apply when a plaintiff 

applies for summary judgment against a defendant. These have been well 



established through cases such as Pemberton v Chappell [1987] 1 NZLR 1 (CA), 

Westpac Banldng Corporation v MM Kembla New Zealand Ltd [2001] 2 NZLR 298 

(CA) and, more recently, Krukziener v Hanover Finance Ltd [2008] NZCA 187, 

[2010] NZAR 307. 

[7] In considering an application for summary judgment, the Court is required to 

apply the following general principles: 

a) The plaintiff must establish that the defendant has no defence to the 

plaintiff's claim. 

( b) It is generally not possible to determine disputed issues of fact based on 

affidavit evidence alone, particularly when issues of credibility arise. 

Issues of law, even though they may be complex, can, however, be 

determined in an application for summary judgment. 

c) Although the Court should adopt a robust approach, summary judgment 

may nevertheless be inappropriate where the ultimate determination 

turns on a judgment that can only properly be reached after a full 

hearing of all the evidence. 

Factual background 

(_ [8] PC 17 was preceded (not surprisingly) by payment claim No 16 ("PC 16"). 

Concrete Structures issued PC 16 on or about 31 December 2009. PC 16 sought 

payment of the sum of $250,428.53. When GST was added to that sum, the total 

amount claimed was $281,732.10. PC 17 included the amount claimed under PC 16, 

because by the time PC 17 was issued Concrete Structures had not been paid the 

amount that it had claimed in PC 16. 

[9] Inframax purported to issue a payment schedule challenging aspects of the 

sum claimed in PC 16, but Concrete Structures alleged that the payment schedule 

was issued outside the 12 working day period permitted by the sub-contract. The 

parties submitted that issue to an adjudicator under Part 3 of the Act. In a 



determination delivered after Concrete Structures had issued PC 17, the adjudicator 

upheld Concrete Structures' argument. As a result, lnframax paid Concrete 

Structures the full amount claimed in PC 16. 

[ 1 O] The letter that Inframax sent to Concrete Structures on 17 June 2010 m 

response to PC 17 was worded as follows: 

C 

Rugby Road Payment Schedule 

This is a payment schedule in terms of s21 of the Construction 
Contracts Act 2002. This payment schedule is in respect of your 
payment claim dated 02 June 2010 for work carried out as a 
subcontractor on the project known as TRT-1214 Rugby Road. 

Your claim was stated to be for work carried out to 31 May 2010. 

You have already submitted a payment claim no 16 transmitted 18 
December 2009 and purporting to cover all work carried out to 31 December 
20109 (sic). That claim is the subject of an adjudication that is currently on 
foot. 

Claim 16 shows a gross total to date of $3,818,220.84. The current claim to 
31 May 2010 shows a gross total to date of $3,785,583.32. No work has 
been done since December 2009, there are no new items and there is nothing 
new in the current claim. In fact, the current claim shows a lesser amount 
than previously claimed. 

All of your "issues" will be dealt with in the adjudication over payment 
claim 16 so that the 31 May 20 IO payment claim is an irrelevancy. 

For all of the above reasons, the scheduled amount related to the 31 May 
2010 payment claim is zero. 

( 
[ 11] At the time that Inframax sent this letter to Concrete Structures, the parties 

were about to be involved in another adjudication. This related to an assertion by 

Inframax that Concrete Structures had claimed too much in relation to certain items 

contained in earlier payment claims. Once the dispute arose about the validity of 

lnframax's letter, Inframax agreed to a suggestion by Concrete Structures that that 

issue could also be determined in the same adjudication. The parties then filed 

submissions with the adjudicator in relation to both issues. 

[12] In a determination issued on 15 October 2010, the adjudicator upheld 

Inframax's claim that it had overpaid Concrete Structures the sum of $108,957.07. 

The adjudicator determined that lnframax was entitled to be reimbursed that sum, 



and Concrete Structures has now paid it. The adjudicator also upheld Inframax's 

argument that the letter dated 17 June 2010 constituted a valid payment schedule. As 

a result, lnframax is not presently required to pay the amount claimed in PC 17. 

The relationship between the adjudication process and civil proceedings arising 
out of a construction contract 

[13] Rather than proceed to another adjudication dealing with the substance of PC 

17, Concrete Structures asks the Court to determine its claim that the letter dated 17 

June 2010 did not constitute a valid payment schedule in terms of the Act. lnframax 

contends that this is an abuse of process, because the parties have already sought and 

obtained an adjudicator's determination in relation to this very issue. 
( 

[14] The relationship between the adjudication process and other dispute 

resolution procedures, including court proceedings, is dealt with in ss 26 and 27 of 

the Act. Both sections are located in Part 3 of the Act, which deals with the 

determination of disputes using the adjudication process. Sections 26 and 27 

provide: 

26 Relationship between Part and other dispute resolution 
procedures 

(1) To avoid doubt, nothing in this Part prevents the parties to a 
construction contract from submitting a dispute to another dispute 
resolution procedure (for example, to a court or tribunal, or to 
mediation), whether or not the proceedings for the other dispute 
resolution procedure take place concurrently with an adjudication. 

(2) If a party to a construction contract submits a dispute to another 
dispute resolution procedure while the dispute is the subject of an 
adjudication, the submission to that other dispute resolution procedure 
does not- 

(a) bring to an end the adjudication proceedings; or 

(b) otherwise affect the adjudication. 

(3) However, an adjudicator must terminate the adjudication proceedings 
on a dispute if, before the adjudicator determines the dispute, that 
dispute is determined under another dispute resolution procedure. 



( 

27 Effect of Part on civil proceedings 

( 1) Except as provided in this section and section 61 (2), nothing done 
under, or for the purposes of, this Part affects any civil proceedings 
arising under a construction contract. 

(2) In any proceedings before a court or tribunal, or before [a member] 
under the Weathertight Homes Resolution Services Act [2006], in 
relation to any matter arising under a construction contract, the court 
or tribunal [or member]- 

(a) must allow for any amount paid to a party to the contract under, 
or for the purposes of, this Part in any order or award the court, 
tribunal, [or member] makes in those proceedings; and 

(b) may make any orders that the court, tribunal, [or member] 
considers appropriate, having regard to any steps taken by a 
party to the contract in good faith and in reliance on an 
adjudicator's determination under this Pait (including an order 
requiring a party to the contract to pay for goods and services 
supplied by another party to that contract in good faith and in 
reliance on an adjudicator's determination). 

[15] The combined effect of ss 26 ands 27(1) is that an adjudication may proceed 

in tandem with court proceedings, whether or not the adjudication process 

commences before the court proceedings are issued. The adjudication process will 

only terminate if the court proceeding ( or some other form of dispute resolution 

procedure) determines or resolves the disputed issue before the adjudicator has 

determined it. If the adjudicator issues a determination before the court has 

determined the issue, the determination will be binding on the parties and continue to 

have full effect even where one party has issued judicial review or other court 

proceedings in relation to the dispute: s 60. 

[ 16] The legislation does not, however, provide for a court proceeding to 

terminate once an adjudicator has issued a determination. Court proceedings remain 

unaffected by the outcome of an adjudication, subject only to the requirement under 

s 27(2)(a) that the Court must allow for any payments made as a result of an 

adjudicator's determination. 

[17] It is now well established that a determination by an adjudicator does not 

create an issue estoppel or bring into play the doctrine of res judicata: Marsden 

Villas Ltd v Wooding Construction Ltd [2007] 1 NZLR 807 (HC) at [67]; Donovan 

Drainage and Earthmoving Ltd v Halls Earthworks Ltd [2008] NZCA 135 at [ 4]. 



The unsuccessful party in an adjudication determined under the Act is quite entitled 

to ask the Court to consider its argument afresh in the context of civil proceedings 

addressing the same issue that the adjudication has already determined. It follows 

that I do not accept Inframax's argument based on abuse of process. 

( 

[ 18] I also reject the argument for Inframax that the summary judgment procedure 

is inappropriate in the present context, and that it should only be used to enforce the 

payment of undisputed debts. The fact that a dispute exists does not render the 

summary judgment procedure inappropriate. Every defended application for 

summary judgment involves the determination of a dispute of one sort or another. 

The important feature about an application for summary judgment is that the plaintiff 

must demonstrate that the defendant has no arguable defence to the plaintiffs claim. 

That can involve determination of disputed issues of both fact and law, although the 

former may be difficult to resolve where questions of credibility arise. 

[ 19] This discussion leads to another issue that arose as a preliminary question in 

this case. It relates to whether or not an adjudicator's determination may be adduced 

in evidence in court proceedings dealing with the same issue as the adjudicator's 

determination, 

Can an adjudicator's determination be adduced in evidence in a court 
proceeding dealing with the same issue as the adjudicator's determination? 

( [20] Inframax sought to place before the Court a copy of the adjudicator's 

determination relating to the validity of the letter dated 17 June 2010 as a payment 

schedule in terms of the Act. Concrete Structures argued that the determination was 

inadmissible in this proceeding because of the confidentiality provisions contained in 

s 68 of the Act. Ultimately I was not required to rule on the issue, because I elected 

to determine the application for summary judgment afresh and without reference to 

the adjudicator's determination. For that reason the comments that I make in relation 

to this issue are obviously obiter. 



[21] Section 68 provides: 

( ' 

68 Confidentiality of adjudication proceedings 

(I) This section applies to the following information: 

(a) any statement, admission, or document created or made for the 
purposes of an adjudication; and 

(b) any information (whether written or oral) that, for the purposes 
of the adjudication, is disclosed in the course of the 
adjudication. 

(2) The adjudicator and any patty to a dispute must not disclose to another 
person any of the information to which this section applies except - 

(a) with the consent of the relevant party; or 

(b) to the extent that the information is already in the public 
domain; or 

( c) to the extent that disclosure is necessary for the purposes of, or 
in connection with, the adjudication or the enforcement of the 
adjudicator's determination; or 

( d) in statistical or summary form arranged in a manner that 
prevents any information disclosed from being identified by any 
person as relating to any particular person; or 

( e) if the information is to be used for statistical or research 
purposes and will not be published in a form that could 
reasonably be expected to identify any particular person. 

l 
[22] The wording used in s 68 suggests that it is designed to apply primarily to the 

material that the parties place before an adjudicator and not to the adjudicator's 

determination. The words "any document created or made for the purposes of an 

adjudication" are, however, sufficiently wide to capture within their scope the 

determination itself. For that reason I accept that an issue may arise as to whether a 

determination is caught by the section. 

[23] The Act contains several provisions, however, that clearly require the courts 

to have access to the adjudicator's determination. The most obvious of these is s 52, 

which permits the District Court to review an adjudicator's decision in certain 

circumstances. It is also now accepted that an adjudicator's decision is amenable to 

judicial review by this Court, although the permissible ambit of such proceedings 

may still be a matter of debate: see Willis Trust Company Ltd v Green HC Auckland 



CIV-2006-404-809, 25 May 2006 at [20]-[23] and Spark it Up Ltd v Dimac 

Contractors Ltd (2009) 19 PRNZ 631 (HC) at [ 19]-[29]. Under s 73 a party may 

also apply to the District Court to enforce an adjudicator's determination by entry as 

a judgment of that court. The courts could not properly exercise any of these 

functions without access to the adjudicator's determination. 

[24] The Act also contains at least one specific provision requiring the courts to 

have regard to an adjudicator's determination. Section 61 permits a party to bring 

proceedings in the District Court to enforce its rights under the contract where the 

other party fails to comply with the adjudicator's determination under s 48(1)(b) or 

(2) as to the rights and obligations of the parties to the contract. Section 61 (2) 

provides that, in any such case, the court must have regard to, but is not bound by, 

the adjudicator's determination. 

[25] All of these factors confirm that the confidentiality provisions in s 68 cannot 

be viewed as absolutely prohibiting any party from placing an adjudicator's 

determination before the court. 

( 

[26] It needs to be remembered, however, that in most cases the courts will not be 

reviewing the manner in which an adjudicator has determined a particular issue. 

Rather, they will be considering the same issue afresh. For that reason many Judges 

may prefer to approach their task uninfluenced by the reasoning process that the 

adjudicator adopted. That is particularly likely to occur where, as in the present 

case, the matter for determination is predominantly a legal issue. In other cases, 

however, the Judge might consider that he or she would be assisted by understanding 

the manner in which an adjudicator has previously decided a particular issue. For 

that reason, in cases where the court does not require access to the determination in 

order to carry out its function, it will be a matter for the presiding Judge to determine 

whether he or she wishes to have access to the adjudicator's determination. 

[27] In cases where the Court cannot properly carry out its function without access 

to the adjudicator's determination, the determination should obviously be included 

within the evidence adduced as part of the case for the plaintiff or applicant. In other 

cases, however, the best practice may be to initially exclude any previous 



determination from the evidence. The presiding Judge can then detennine whether 

he or she would be assisted by having access to that document. 

The purpose of the Act 

[28] In virtually every case concemmg the manner in which the Act is to be 

applied, it is necessary to bear in mind the purpose of the Act. The present case is no 

exception. 

[29] The purpose of the Act is succinctly described in s 3, which provides: 

( 
3 Purpose 

The purpose of this Act is to reform the law relating to construction contracts 
and, in particular,- 

( a) to facilitate regular and timely payments between the parties to a 
construction contract; and 

(b) to provide for the speedy resolution of disputes ansmg under a 
construction contract; and 

( c) to provide remedies for the recovery of payments under a construction 
contract. 

[30] In Marsden Villas (see above) Asher J explained that the payments regime 

promulgated by ss 22 and 23 is designed to ensure that cash flow is maintained for 

those involved in the construction industry. He said: 

[10] The 1999 Law Commission Paper SP3, "Protecting Construction 
Contractors", which led to the legislation, stated at para [32] that the Act was 
to "have as its purpose the ensuring of prompt cash flow to contractors ... " 

[ 11] A little earlier in the report at para [31] it was put more graphically: 

"The basic intention is that instead of the cash flow being 
held up for weeks, months and years, pending a final solution, 
a decision, described as being 'quick and dirty' will be given 
to resolve the cash flow situation, leaving a final 
determination of financial rights and obligations to be arrived 
at later." 

[ 12] In Gilbert-Ash (Northern) Ltd v Modern Engineering (Bristol) Ltd 
[1974] AC 689 at p 716 the House of Lords quoted Lord Denning in the 
Court below: 



( 

"There must be a 'cash flow' in the building trade. It is the 
very lifeblood of the enterprise." 

This was quoted with approval by the New Zealand Court of Appeal in 
George Developments Ltd v Canam Construction Ltd [2006] 1 NZLR 177 at 
para [41]. 

[13] In Gilbert-Ash, the House of Lords allowed the appeal against Lord 
Denning's decision. Lord Reid conunented at p 699 that, in a range of 
judgments, the English Court of Appeal had come near to laying down a 
general rule that, not only in cases between an employer and contractor, but 
also in cases between contractor and sub-contractor, sums due under an 
architect's certificate must be paid at once without waiting for determination 
of claims for set-off. This line of authority was disapproved by the House of 
Lords, at least as it related to contractor and subcontractor. 

[14] The effect of the Act was to strongly confirm that such a regime, 
which protected and encouraged cash flows, was right for cases between the 
principal and contractor. The intention was to improve the head contractor's 
ability to obtain payment, by setting up a quick and mandatory payment 
process. In enacting such legislation, the legislature set aside the long 
established conservative contractual approach to construction contracts 
which emphasised freedom of contract. The history of these cases is 
described in Hon R Smellie CNZM QC, Progress Payments and 
Adjudication (2003), paras 1 - 15. The Act has "emphatically vindicat[ed] 
Lord Denning' s approach" (Smellie, para 31 ). 

[31] The courts have consistently strived to ensure that they interpret the Act in a 

manner that promotes this concept. In George Developments the Court of Appeal 

said at [41]: 

( 

We are satisfied that the necessary analysis must be undertaken with the 
purpose of the Act in mind. The purpose provision of the Act includes the 
fact that the Act was "to facilitate regular and timely payments between the 
parties to a construction contract". 

[32] I propose to bear these comments in mind when considering the manner in 

which the Act is to be interpreted in relation to the issues that arise in the present 

case. 

Does the letter dated 17 June 2010 amount to a valid payment schedule in terms 
of the Act? 

[33] The requirements that the Act imposes in relation to payment schedules, and 

the consequences of failing to meet those requirements, are found in ss 21, 22 and 23 

of the Act. They provide: 



21 Payment schedules 

( 1) A payer may respond to a payment claim by providing a payment 
schedule to the payee. 

(2) A payment schedule must- 

( a) be in writing; and 

(b) identify the payment claim to which it relates; and 

( c) indicate a scheduled amount. 

(3) If the scheduled amount is less than the claimed amount, the payment 
schedule must indicate- 

( 
(a) the manner in which the payer calculated the scheduled amount; 

and 

(b) the payer's reason or reasons for the difference between the 
scheduled amount and the claimed amount; and 

( c) in a case where the difference is because the payer is 
withholding payment on any basis, the payers' reason or 
reasons for withholding payment. 

22 Liability for paying claimed amount 

A payer becomes liable to pay the claimed amount on the due date for 
the progress payment to which the payment claim relates if- 

( a) a payee serves a payment claim on a payer; and 

(b) the payer does not provide a payment schedule to the payee 
within- 

(i) the time required by the relevant construction contract; or 

(ii) if the contract does not provide for the matter, 20 
working days after the payment claim is served. 

23 Consequences of not paying claimed amount where no payment 
schedule provided 

( 1) The consequences specified in subsection (2) apply if the payer- 

( a) becomes liable to pay the claimed amount to the payee under 
section 22 as a consequence of failing to provide a payment 
schedule to the payee within the time allowed by section 22(b ); 
and 

(b) fails to pay the whole, or any part, of the claimed amount on or 
before the due date for the progress payment to which the 
payment claim relates. 

(2) The consequences are that the payee- 



(a) may recover from the payer, as a debt due to the payee, in any 
court,- 

(i) the unpaid portion of the claimed amount; and 

(ii) the actual and reasonable costs of recovery awarded 
against the payer by that court; and 

(b) may serve notice on the payer of the payees' intention to 
suspend the carrying out of construction work under the 
construction contract. 

[34] In Marsden Villas, Asher J summarised the statutory scheme in the following 

terms at [16]: 

The Act sets up a procedure whereby requests for payment are to be 
provided by contractors in a certain form. They must be responded to by the 
principal within a certain timeframe and in a certain form, failing which the 
amount claimed by the contractor will become due for payment and can be 
enforced in the Courts as a debt. At that point, if the principal has failed to 
provide the response within the necessary time frame, the payment claimed 
must be made. The substantive issues relating to the payment can still be 
argued at a later point and adjustments made later if it is shown that there 
was a set-off or other basis for reducing the contractor's claim ... 

( 

[35] As I have already indicated, the purposes of the Act need to be kept firmly in 

mind. In particular, it needs to be remembered that the Act is designed to provide for 

the speedy resolution of disputes that arise under construction contracts. The 

purpose of a payment schedule is to advise the payee (in this case Concrete 

Structures) promptly of the extent to which the payer (in this case lnframax) disputes 

the amount sought by the payee in a payment claim. It also serves to advise the 

payee of the reasons for that difference. 

[36] Once the payee receives a valid payment schedule, it can make its own 

assessment as to the merits of the position that the payer has adopted. It then has 

three choices. First, it can accept the reasons that the payer has given for disputing 

the payment claim. In that event it will receive the scheduled amount specified in 

the payment schedule. Secondly, the payee can elect to invoke the adjudication 

process under Part 3 of the Act. Thirdly, the payee can elect to pursue its claim for 

payment in another forum. It cannot properly assess any of these options, however, 



unless it has a basic understanding of the extent to which the payer does not accept 

its claim, and the essential reasons why that is the case. 

[37] The payment schedule does not need to be in any particular form, and does 

not need to be framed with the precision that would be required in a court pleading. 

As in the case of a payment claim, technical quibbles will not be sufficient to affect 

the validity of a payment schedule. A payment schedule must, however, provide the 

payee with sufficient information to enable it to make an informed decision as to 

how it should respond: West City Construction Ltd v Edney (2005) 17 PRNZ 947 

(HC) at [44]. 

( [38] There is no dispute in the present case that the letter was delivered within the 

required 12 working-day period, that it was in writing and that it identified the 

payment claim to which it related. Counsel for Concrete Structures also accepted 

that the letter indicated a scheduled amount of zero. He contended, however, that 

the letter fell short of the requirements of s 21 because it failed to indicate the 

manner in which Inframax calculated the scheduled amount, and the reasons for the 

difference between the scheduled amount of zero and the amount that Concrete 

Structures had claimed in PC 1 7. 

[39] Counsel for lnframax submitted that the letter was perfectly adequate to 

enable Concrete Structures to understand why Inframax was challenging PC 17. The 

letter pointed out that PC 16 had covered work that had been carried out prior to 31 

December 2009, and that no work had been carried out on site since that time. It 

also told Concrete Structures that PC 16 was subject an adjudication process that was 

"on foot", and that all of the "issues" raised in PC 17 would be dealt with in that 

adjudication. Finally, it stated that PC 17 did not contain any new items and that 

there was "nothing new in the current claim". 

[ 40] Reading the letter as a whole, it is reasonably clear that Inframax may not 

have appreciated that PC 17 went beyond what Concrete Structures had claimed in 

PC 16. That is the only realistic explanation for the statement in the letter that PC 17 

contained "nothing new". That statement is not, however, correct. That can easily 



be demonstrated by even a cursory comparison between PC 16 and PC 17. Copies 

of both are annexed as Appendices 1 and 2 respectively for ease of reference. 

[41] By way of example, item 5.1.1 (Waitepuke Stream Bridge) contained new 

claims totalling $8,349.81. Similarly, item 5.1.3 (Waipuku-iti Stream Bridge) 

contained new claims totalling $59,940. PC 17 also contained three significant 

concessions by Concrete Structures in relation to item 6.0 (Variations). It accepted 

that lnframax should be given credits totalling $100,947 in relation to this item. 

( 

[ 42] I accept that the letter would have provided an adequate response if PC 17 

had been in exactly the same terms as PC 16. That was not, however, the case, 

because PC 17 contains new claims and credits that did not form part of PC 16. In 

order to properly respond to these, it was necessary for lnframax to advise Concrete 

Structures of the extent to which it accepted and rejected the sums that fanned the 

basis of these new items. It was not, in my view, sufficient for Inframax to respond 

by saying that there was nothing new in PC 17, or by saying that the extant 

adjudication process would resolve all outstanding issues. 

( 

[ 43] I do not consider, either, that it was sufficient for Inframax to rely upon the 

fact that Concrete Structures had not carried out further work on site since it had 

issued PC 16. Contracts of this type give rise to an ongoing process in which both 

parties regularly re-assess their respective positions in light of information that 

comes to light as matters progress. That process no doubt resulted in lnframax 

lodging its claim based on the overpayments that it had made to Concrete Structure. 

The fact that Concrete Structures was prepared to reduce its claim for variations by 

more than $100,000 should also have alerted lnframax to the fact that the new claims 

and credits were a result of Concrete Structures re-assessing its position and not from 

any new work that it had carried out since the date of its previous payment claim. 

[44] I have therefore concluded that the payment schedule was not sufficient to 

comply with the requirements of the Act. As a result, lnframax is liable under s 22 

of the Act to pay the amount claimed in PC 17. 



[ 45] The only way in which Inframax can escape liability is by establishing that it 

has taken steps in good faith and in reliance on the adjudicator's determination. Had 

it been able to do that, the Court would have the power under s 27(2)(b) to make 

such orders as it thought appropriate. The adjudicator's determination regarding the 

validity of the payment schedule did not, however, result in Inframax taking any 

steps at all. It was not required to make any payment based on PC 17 because the 

payment schedule was determined to be valid. That being the case, Inframax cannot 

rely upon s 27(2)(b ), and judgment as to liability must be entered against it. 

Quantum 

[ 46] In any order or award that the court makes in civil proceedings arising out of 

a construction contract, it is required bys 27(2)(a) to allow for any payments that a 

party has made as a result of an adjudication under Part 3 of the Act. As a result, 

counsel agreed that any judgment in favour of Concrete Structures in this proceeding 

would need to allow for the payment that Inframax was required to make when the 

adjudicator determined that it had issued its payment schedule in respect of PC 16 

outside the 12 working-day period allowed by the sub-contract. 

[ 47] Concrete Structures was similarly required to make a payment to lnframax 

when the adjudicator found that lnframax had overpaid Concrete Structures in 

relation to some earlier items. It therefore argues that the Court is also required to 

take that payment into account when fixing the amount payable to Concrete 

Structures in this proceeding. 

[ 48] I have some difficulty following this argument. The payment that lnframax 

made in relation to PC 16 should logically be taken into account when fixing the 

amount payable under PC 17, because PC 17 included within its ambit the unpaid 

amounts that Concrete Structures had claimed in PC 16. If allowance was not made 

for that payment, Concrete Structures would receive a windfall because it would be 

paid twice in respect of the same payment claim. 

[ 49] That argument does not hold true in relation to the claim for the overpayment 

by Inframax. That claim formed no part of either PC 16 or PC 17. As I understand 



the situation, the claim for the overpayment related to earlier payment claims that 

were entirely unrelated to PC 16 and PC 17. For that reason the adjudicator's 

decision merely restored the parties to the position that they ought to have been in 

prior to the point at which Concrete Structures issued PC 16 and PC 17. I therefore 

fail to see how it can properly be taken into account in fixing the amount to be paid 

in the present proceeding. 

[50] This is an issue that arose late in the hearing before me, and I am not sure that 

counsel for Inframax had turned his mind to it before the hearing. It was not 

referred to in the written submissions of either counsel. 

[ 51] I therefore propose to refrain from finally determining quantum at this stage. 

Counsel are to endeavour to reach agreement regarding that issue over the next seven 

days. If they cannot do so, counsel for Concrete Structures is to file and serve 

concise submissions (that is, no more than five pages in length) by 5 pm on Friday 

12 November 2010. Submissions in response and in reply (if any) are to be filed and 

served at intervals of three working days each. I will then determine the issue of 

quantum on the papers. 

Costs 

( 
[52] Concrete Structures has succeeded and is entitled to its actual and reasonable 

costs by virtue of s 23(2)(a)(ii) of the Act. If counsel cannot reach agreement 

regarding that issue, they should file short memoranda as to costs at seven day 

intervals following resolution or determination of the issue of quantum. 

LangJ 



Tr.,n!.it Nevi Zcal.,ml 
SH 3, Rugby Ro.id, Contr.1ct TRT 121', 
Cl.::ilm Ho. 17 up to Jht M.1y 2010 

Cl.iimcd 
5.1 ROAD BRICGES Ur'.it Ou.Jntit Raio V.iluo Pfoviou~lv Thli.pcriod Tol.>ltod;lo 
5.1.1 W.>Jtcnuko Slrum Brfdnc mi!.l:inco 11!1Cm 
5.1.1.1 Con.slrud Brldr.o as Der lender LS S031 S72.00 1031.572.00 s.o2, 750 eo .!.D.821.20 !631 572..00 
5.1.1.2 V:u1,1tion. lnao;ucd Occlc Alc::J ~cd on Tcndt>J Raio: • Seo All~cnl A LS SS7~8.G1 SS7 5'18.61 S.SO 020.00 S1 52061 S57 548.01 
s.1.1.J V:ul:itlon • C~nno rtcm 3~ ~mtcr to S.6~J Slffl41relo·1.>lion Ba~od on Tonder Ralc.$} • Sec All3Chmonl A LS S9 3'19.01 $9 349.81 $8~9.01 sooo S834981 

Sub~ot.>I ror\V.>ltcouko Brid"'c $G91' 470.42 $669 120.Gl S.S 349.81 S697 470.42 

S.1.2 PJ:,nn.im)whcto Stfoam Bt1,1,.,o toistanco 2GS0m' 
5.1.2.1 Con:.ttuc.l OrldC'!O OS oerTcndct lS $759 633.00 $759633 00 $704002 58 1000 5784 os2.se 
5.1.'2.2 V.ori:iUon. lncrc,1:cd DMk Asc:l ~~don Tender R:,10:.l. Sec Alt:i:chrr.cnt ,\ LS S51 (!02.50 S51 602.58 $47.173.00 $000 S-\7 173.00 

Sobtol:il for M.:rnr,,1rn:iwhato Brirlno $lli11 2J5.SO ~811 235.58 $0.00 sa11.2Js.sa 

5.1.J W:ilouku-ltl Strc:im Dridao fOl:Uneo 3S60m\ 
5.1.3.1 Con:.trucl Brldno os oor ten.dot lS $476 470.00 $476 <\70.00 SJ:01100.B!> S752BS11 $.\76 '176.00 
5.1.3.2 Votfalion. JnQ'C.:l'lCd Occl< Arr:a (l:!:aM!d on Tender Rates,· Seo Altothmant A LS S,,10 833.87 S.1,0.633 07 $,CO 706 00 $47.87 $(0 833.07 
5.1.3.3 Varto!lon. Addlllon.:il Pos~lnn Ultlo fBosed on Tendor Rnlcs\. Seo All.::lchmont A lS $125 B20.02 $125 820.02 $1'11-213.00 ..S1S 392.08 S12S 820.02 

Sublot,11 forY/:ilnuku.ill BrldQO SMJ 129.89 $583 109.09 SS!J 940.00 SG43 129.09 

5.2 TEMPORARY BYPASS ROAOING AflD BRIDGING 
S.2.1 Transit :uool'i :tnd remove ba'kv bddnos PS S13S 000 00 S13SOOO.OO !0.00 ~.00 S0,00 
5.2.2 u .. ,nmim.;whoto :trc:1nl brwfoo bnl1ov brldoe hlto chamet. 0:SV!. 140 $121.00 $10 040 00 SO.DO sooo S0,00 
S.2.3 Wolouku-lli ~ttcrun bridoe b:d!ev bridoo h!to ch:m:O!i O:av: 140 $121.00 S16 tMOOO S0.00 S0.00 S0,00 
5.2.4 Canstrud brldoo ro~31ion, nnd oD:ito.,ch ro:,d:. lS 1 $0,00 S0,00 so.co 

Subtotal ror Temoor.irv Bvn:iss R~dlnn & Bridninn S168 8110.00 $0.0Q S0.00 SO.DO 

5.J RAIL BRIDGE IOl:l.lnco 1620\ 
5.3.1 Estnbll:hmcnl nnc P & G\ LS $5000000 $56.000.00 $50 000.00 sooo sso 000.00 
5.3.2 Proo.Jro $1.Jbr:r~do rot R:ia,...Jv deviation LS $0.00 !ODO S0.00 
5.3.3 OnTmek chornc:a PS S170000.00 $170000.00 $0.00 S0.00 so.co 
5.3.4 Qocralo lomnor,1N r:tl dovla:lon 03V$ 183 $1 000.00 $183000.00 S0.00 S0.00 !0.00 
5.3.5 Conslruct R.:1 o-,erb.1:foc LS 1 SO.DO sooo S0.00 
.. ~ 'i.1 Foundation c:vS:ndcrs exceot for tun: m 58 soon.oo S3S2 .CG0.00 t3S2 4(0.00 !20.00 S~S2 ~Ci6.00 

.2 Driven concn:110 oliJns .. • S4 140.00 s1oq.n.oo $14000.00 S2 S6000 S16 550.00 
.;:i:.2.1 Ot!ductdrlvlnn .. 4 $640.00 ,,_,,,, S0.00 -si seo.oo ·S2560.00 

5.3.5.3 Abulmcn1 c.1ns ccmnlelo .. 2 $105.1~5.00 $210 290.00 S0.00 S210 290.00 
5.3.5.4 SUPcrslt\JC.tuto comoleto LS 1 S:J-< 1.-<64.00 $341 404.00 $341 '184.00 so.co $.J41 484.00 
5.:t5.5 Sctucmonl $labs .. 2 S39 259.00 S78 510.00 S78 518.00 10.00 S7851B.OO 
5.3.G.1 Sho!crclo rn2 3:lO sooo $0.00 sooo 
5.3.G.2 So:I nOlls $0.00 $0.00 so.co . 4mlono .. 16 SO.DO sooo S0.00 
b Smfona .. « S0.00 so.co S0.00 
C 7mlona .. 88 S0.00 S0.00 S0.00 
5.J.6.J Bored lncf.:nod drains m 160 $0.00 S0.00 S0.00 
5.3.7 Boro hoto drill/no S0.00 S0.00 $000 
5.3.7.1 VarfaUon- E:t;ib!ishment ond sct-uo .. 4 $1.650.00 $602.C.OO SO.OD !0.00 sooo 
5.3.7.2 Variation - CotO Rccoverv m 83 $276.00 $22008.00 S0.00 S0.00 SO.OD 
5.3.7.3 St.::indo!oo .. 2 S0.00 $0.00 SO.OD 

Sublot.11 ror R::111 Brldoo S1•140410.00 $1 OS2.738.0D S20.00 S1 052.758.00 

6.0 VARIATIONS 

G.1 V.irfaUonno 1 
G.1.1 Steel oiJcs - Seo ,\ttochmonl B lS $.380.1'46.77 $300 146.77 $360,1.CB.n -SG9.D80.89 $310,159.88 

6.2 Variation no 2 
G.2.1 Gco!ceh dtilltnn cos.ts In VariatJon no 1 S0.00 $0.00 S0.00 

G.3 V.arl:iUon no 3 
G.3.1 E~tlon- Soc Alft1c:.hmcnt C lS S1.il:8.113.99 sge 113.99 S1'48 113.99 -$11 732.45 $13G.3B1.S4 

6.4 V:,rlallon no 4 
6.4.1 l\ddillonal Oru,dmnn. Seo Attachncnt O LS $13902600 S139 020.00 S139 026.00 -$10.228.00 $119.70600 

V.,riallon no 5 

C To ca~t rnnll:2. at P.T. Anchorancs .rs dcl:iilad 
on Onwlnn SOJ-02 D received 11/11/09 -SooAttachcmcnt E 

G.5.1 (mw,"01k:. ScJ1cdukl.$ Allachod 
G.5.1.1 Oa ....... uks SC'hodt:Je 23·?.6/11/09 lS S2.600.00 S2.000.00 i.2.60000 S0.00 $2.60000 
G.S.1.2 ~Schcdulc27/11/09 LS SJno.oo S3 770.00 $3.770.00 ~0.00 $3.nooo 
G.5.1.3 SdlcdlJo 28/11109 LS S2 BJ0.00 $28J.0.00 $2,830.00 S0.00 sz~.oo 
G.5.1.4 SchcdLtc 20/f 1i09 LS S7SO.OO S7SO.OO S7SO.OO S0.00 $750.00 
6.5.1.5 0.1v,•,onnr~ Sehcdulo 0311V09 LS saso.oo $650.00 S650.00 S0.00 SOS0.00 
6.5.1.6 oa-r'o<s Schedule 04/12/09 LS S2 BJOOO 52,630.00 $'2.030.00 SO.OD S2.S30.00 
6.5.1.7 Davwork: Schedule 05112..'09 LS S7SO.OO $750.00 S750.00 SO.OD $750.00 
6.5.2 Lo:.s c:onaolo In lender :l3?1 mJ 8 -5320.00 ~2.560.00 ·S2 560.00 5(J,00 ,$2560.00 
6.5.J Prcfuntn.iry Md Ger.craf co~•l lS 1 $930.00 S930.0'J S930.00 50.00 S9!0.00 
G.S.4 On cost (15~;.1 lS S1 7~J.OD S1 743.00 S1 743.00 so.co $1 7~3.00 
G.S.5 Var1a.t!on oro:::esslrm C2.5':,) lS S357.00 n57.00 S3S7.<JO so.oo S357.00 

Subto~I ror v.a,LJtton.s $681 9lG.76 $681,!JJG.76 -S100 947.34 ssao sn.-12 
Tct.11 SJ.818,220.84 ·Sl2,G37.5J $3,785,583.31 

P:ildtod.t!o Sl.416,091.t:0 

Ct.ltmTct.il tlG91..C!!l.!J1 



su 3, Huohy Roml, Contract rrrr 1?.1•1 
Glahn llo 10 up to 31st Occrmhcr ?.009 

( 

Cl~IOiCtJ 
·sT··-, ROAD DRIOGES , ____ J--.!!!!lL_ Ouan.llil_. Ralcl 1/aluo l'rc\'IOUS!}' __ ..!!ll!!.1!£!!0d Tolol t'> dale 
S.1.1 Waltenuko Slrcom B,lduo IDlslnncc 1180n,f -- Eslob!ishmcnl fine P & GI LS 1 S56000.00 S56000.00 556,000.00 so.co S56,000.00 5.1.1.1 
5.1.1.2 Consll\lct bridge LS 1 SOJJ lW.61 S63J, 120.G1 S633,120.61 so.oo S63J, 120.61 

Suhlolol for Wallenuko Brldne SG89,120.G1 S689,120.G1 

S.1.2 Mannomawholo Slroom B1ldae IOlstonc:c 20901111 
S.1.2.1 Establishmont line P & GI LS 1 S56.000.D0 SSG,000.00 S56,000.00 SO.GO S56.C-OO.OO 
5.1.2.2 Construct bridce LS I S755,235.58 S755,235.58 S755,2J5.58 S0.00 S755.235.58 

Subtotal for Manaamowholo Brldac $811,235.58 $011,235.58 

5.1.3 Walouku·ltl Slream Brldua rolslanco 3560ml 
5.1.J,1 Eslsbllshmonl llnc P & Gl LS I 556,000.00 SSG,000.00 sss.000.00 so.co 556,COO.OO 
5.1.3.2 Canslrucl brldae LS I 5521.189.89 S527, 189.89 $527.189.89 so.DO S527 .189.89 

Subtotal lor Walnuku-111 Brldne $583,189.80 S583, 189.89 

5.2 TEMPORARY BYPASS ROA DING ANO BRIDGING 
5.2.1 Transit SU"""' and remove bailev brldoes PS I $135.000.00 $135,000.00 SO.DO so.co SO.OD 
5.2.2 IAanoamal'lhete slleam brtdae ballov brldao hire charoes Oavs MO S121.00 S16940.00 S0.00 SO.DO SO.OD 
5.2.3 Wa!ouku·IU slleam bfidge bailey brtdoo hire clmoes Oays 140 S121.00 $10,940.00 so.co SO.DO SO.OD 
5.2.4 Construct brldae loundaUono and aooroach roads LS I S0.00 SO.DO SD.OD 

Sublo!alfor Tenioorarv Bvoass Roadlnn & Brldnlno $168,880.00 SO.DO 

5.3 RAIL BRIDGE !Olstanco 16201 
5.3.1 Establlshmonl /lncP & GI LS 1 S56.000.DO $56,000.00 S50,000.00 S0.00 S5G,000.00 ~' .. Prco.aro su""""'e for Ralh·,av dcvfaUon LS 1 so.oo S0.00 SO.OD 

d 
OnTrack charaos PS 1 $170,000.00 $170,DOO.OO so.oo SO.DO SO.OD 

; Ooerate temcora,vraU deviation Oavs 183 $1,000.00 $183,DDO.OO SO.OD S0.00 SO.OD 
5.3.5 Conslruct Rall ovorbridoe LS I SD.DO SO.DO SO.OD 
5.3.5.1 FoundoUon cllllnders cxccot for oluos m 58 S6 077.00 $352466.00 S352,446.00 S0.00 $352,446.0D 
5.3.5.2 Dri\'~n concrete n1~ ca 4 $4,140.00 $16,560.00 $14,000.00 S0.00 SH,000.00 
5.3.5.3 Abufmont coos comolelo ca 2 $105,1"5.00 $210,290.00 $210,290.00 S0.00 S210,l90.00 
5.3.5.4 Suoerol/Ucture como!ole LS 1 $341,484.00 $341,484.00 S341,484.00 S0.00 $341,484.00 
5.3.5.5 Sc!Uemenl slabs ca 2 $39.259.00 $78,518.00 $47,110.80 531,407.20 $78,518.00 
5.3.6.1 Sholcrele m2 330 so.co so.oo SO.OD 
5.3.6.2 Soll noils so.co SO.DO SO.OD 
a 4m lono ea 16 so.oo so.co SO.OD 
b Smlono ca 44 so.co S0.00 S0.00 
C 7m Iona ca 88 $0.00 S0.00 So.oo 
5.3.6.3 Bored Inclined drains m 160 so.co so.co S0.00 
5.3.7 Bore hole dlillno so.oo so.co S0.00 
5.3.7.1 Es!ab!lshmenl and sel-uo (Reier lo •m!ation soreadsheell ea 4 $1,656.00 $6,624.00 SO.DO S0.00 so.oo 
5.3.7.2 Cwe Rccove,v /Refer lo valfatlon spreadsheell m 83 $276.CO $22,908.00 SO.DO S0.00 S0.00 
5.3.7.3 Slan""1ne ca 2 SO.OD $0.00 SO.OD 

Subtotal ror Rall erldQo $1,437,850.00 51,052,738.00 

6.0 VARIATIONS 

6.1 va,lat!on no 1 
8.1.1 Sleel11Ue~ LS 1 S380 146.77 S380, 146.77 S3fl0,1<f6.77 so.oo $380,146.77 

- •. ' V3rla!lon no z 
'd. Geoloch dri!Una cos!s In Vatialfon no I S0.00 S0.00 ~0.00 

6.3 Varfallon no 3 
6.3.1 EscalaUon (sec allachcdl LS 1 SM0.113.90 SMS,113.99 S 138,472.50 $9,641.49 $148,113.99 

6.4 Va,lallon no 4 
6.4.t Addjtional Oeadman LS 1 S 139,026.00 $139,026.00 $132.074.70 SS,951.30 S 139 .026.00 

6.5 Variation no 5 
Tocntlnfllls atP.T.Anchorago,: as delallcd 

I · on Or4wlnn S0~2 D received 11/11109 -· G5.1 Dawrorks Schedulfs Allachcd 
!6.5.1.1 Oar,10r'i<S Schedule 23-26/11/00 LS 1 $2,600.00 S2600.00 SO.DO S2.COO.OO 52,600.00 
6.5.1.2 Daw,-o!lcS Schedule 27/11109 -·-- LS 1 $3 770.00 S3.770.00 S0.00 SJ.770.00 53,770.00 
6.5.1.3 Davworl<s Schedule 28111109 LS 1 $2,830.00 $2.830.00 S0.00 R830.00 $2,830.CO 
6.5.1.4 Oaw:o<ks Schedule 2S/11/09 LS 1 $750.00 $750.00 SO.OD S750.00 sno.oo 
6.5.l.5 Daw.ur1'.s Schedule 03/12/09 -----. LS I S650.00 !650.00 SO.DO S650.00 S6SO.OO 
6.5.1.G 08\\~0fks Schedule 04/12/09 LS 1 $2,830.00 S2.830.00 S0.00 $2.830.00 $2,830.00 
,6.5.1.7 Daw,or'<s Schcdl.Cc 05112/00 LS 1 $750.00 S750.00 so.oo $750.00 $750.00 
io.s.2 Less concrole In lender slab m3 8 -S320.00 -S25ii0.00 so.oo -$2,560.00 -~2.560.00 
16.5.3 Prcliminarv and General {8%) LS 1 S9JO.OO S93D.oo 50.00 S930.00 S9~0.00 
'&.5..t On cosl(l5%,1 LS 1 S1 743.00 S1,7<13.00 so.oo $1,743.00 St,743.00 
iG.5.5 Variation orocessin~ 12.5'!.I LS 1 S357.00 S3§1:QQ so.uo S~57.00 S357.00 
~ Subtotal ror Varlallons SG81,938.76 SGBl,938.76 '· 

l 

Total 

CJ3hned to dale 

Claim Total 

S3,818,220.04 

53,507,792.31 

$250,428.53 


